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Sitting on the tailgate……

Next Meeting
Our next chapter meeting will be June 17th at Dennis and Diann Wells’, 2288 Calendar
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Road, Arroyo Grande. The chapter will provide fried chicken. Please bring a pot luck
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side dish or dessert to share. Beverages, paper plates, and plastic tableware provided.
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I will have Dinner tickets for the Cooler at this meeting. $30 each, cash or check.
Since dinner tickets are “Advance Only,” this is your opportunity to get yours. If you
cannot make the meeting, mail a check made out to “CCC-ATHS” to: Larry Hoenig,
192 Century Ln, Arroyo Grand, CA 93420. Sales will end a week before the Cooler so
we can give the caterer an accurate count.
Nipomo High School Scholarship
On June 6 , I will present our American Truck Historical Society Scholarship to Jacob
Billenger. Jacob has maintained a 3.8 GPA and is hoping to attend the University of
Southern California as an environmental engineer. He is an exceptional student and
athlete on campus!
th

Pacific Northwest Truck Museum
A note from the Pacific Northwest Truck Museum has been received reading: “Thank
you for Central Coast Chapter’s donation of $300 to the Truck Museum. Your gift was
put into the Endowment Fund, and will help the museum continue into the future. We
appreciate your support! Sincerely, Carolyn Crume, Banker, Pacific NW Truck
Museum.”
Cooler Photos 1998 – 2005
Someone created a really nice album of photos from Coolers at Bob King’s ranch from
1998 to 2005. It will be at our meeting on June 17th at the Wells’ if you would like to
relive Coolers from the past. Before my time in California.
August 19th Chapter Meeting
Our August meeting will be at the Mendenhall Museum in Buellton. You don’t want
to miss this. Nominations for your officers for 2018-2019 will be taken at this
meeting. More info will be in the August newsletter.
(continued on next page)

Warbirds, Wings and Wheels Car Show
Glenn Allen and Cathy Hoenig showed their trucks at the Warbirds,
Wings and Wheels Car Show at the Paso Robles Airport on May
13th. Glenn was awarded the President’s Trophy for his Mack,
GMC, Ford creation. He received many favorable comments on the
unique paint, and the marriage of diverse parts. Cathy won Best in
Class for 1945-Present Pickups for her 1946 Dodge one-ton pickup.
It was bought by her grandfather in Michigan in 1946 and used on
his potato farm. It is restored to like new from the factory and is
mostly original.
See you on the 17th at the Wells’.
Larry Hoenig
__________________________________________________________________________________________
MINUTES OF THE CENTRAL COAST CHAPTER, ATHS
Estrella Warbirds Museum &amp; Woodland Auto Display, Paso Robles, CA – March 18, 2017
After a group photo requested by our hosts, Larry started the meeting at 10:45 with 17 members
present.
Draft minutes of the November 12, 2016 meeting, as corrected by striking out the sentence “the
original $10k rainy day fund was donated by Bob King . . .”, were approved. (Bob did many things and
contributed a great deal to the club, but that as written wasn’t one of them).
Dona gave a treasurer’s report, and has rolled over our CD at U.S. Bank as we requested.
Larry read a letter from the Pacific Northwest Truck Museum in Brooks, Oregon requesting support. It
was opted to not join as a member club, but MSP (moved, seconded, and passed) to send a $300
donation.
It was MSP to approve the bylaws as edited and updated by Larry to reflect our current practices.
Turning to the “Cooler” – the survey results were made available and discussed. There was a clear
consensus that we would continue to have a dinner in the school hall. We are on the calendar for the
high school. Porta potties have been reserved. Louisa’s ran a lunch concession for us last year, and
indicated they would consider returning. The survey responses confirm that we are very inclusive as to
the types of vehicles we would welcome, but there were no suggestions as to specific organizations to
contact. We are on the calendar for the Central Coast Vintage Machinery Association, and they have
been with us for the past few years.
Extensive discussion of the dinner, charging for truck registration, and advance registration went back
and forth – but some decisions needed to be finalized now in order to get flyers and any pre-registration
information printed and available prior to our June 17 th meeting.
It was MSP that there would be a $25 charge for single truck registration, and a $50 charge for two or
more, and that each advance paid registration would receive a $10 coupon to be used at the lunch
concession.
It was MSP that the dinner would be available by pre-registration only. It was MSP that the dinner
would be beef and cost $30.
At 11:45 we adjourned for a nice lunch and individual touring of the museum and car display.
Draft for approval – ray

